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IDAHO DAIRY FARMERS BACK
IMMIGRANT LEGAL SERVICES

[Migrant] families are important
contributors to Idaho's economy
and vital to our dairy industry.
— RICK NAEREBOUT, CEO OF THE IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Community Council of Idaho's mission

generated $104.2 million in business

is to assist immigrant families by

income.

providing support and counseling in
the following areas:

The IDA acknowledges the success
and growth of Idaho's dairy industry

C

• Housing

was not achievable without the

• Health Clinics

contributions of a predominantly

• Migrant & Seasonal Head Start

Hispanic workforce. These

• Workforce Preparation

hardworking, family-oriented

• Immigration Legal Services

individuals have toiled beside our
dairy farm families for generations to

ALDWELL, Idaho (Nov. 26, 2018) -- The Community Council
of Idaho's newly formed immigration legal services program,
Familias Unidas, recently received backing from the Idaho

Dairymen's Association with a financial award to assist with services for

"Familias Unidas is excited about this

help build the industry we are today.

partnership with the IDA which will

The IDA believes that one of its most

allow us to expand and offer services

impactful social initiatives revolves

to more individuals in the state. We

around promoting and protecting these

hope this is a first step to a long-

talented employees and their families.

migrant families. Familias Unidas provides social and legal assistance to

lasting relationship with IDA and its

Our contribution to CCI's Immigration

Idaho's immigrant workforce community.

employees," said Brandy Perez, Familias

Legal Services is the latest in our

Unidas Program Director.

efforts to advocate on behalf of a very

A check for $60,000 was presented as part of the IDA's November Board
meeting, which took place in Boise. "We strongly believe in supporting
these services which are important to the workforce on dairies throughout

critical part of Idaho's community.
Immigrant-led households in Idaho
paid $306.7 million in federal taxes and

IDA Members will be provided

$188.6 million in state and local taxes.

vouchers for their employees that they

Idaho," said Rick Naerebout, CEO. "These families are important
contributors to Idaho's economy and vital to our dairy industry," he added.

can use for a free consultation and
Additionally, immigrant entrepreneurs

discounted services. Request vouchers

in Idaho account for 5.3 percent of all

here: https://www.idahodairymens.org/

self-employed Idaho residents and

requestvouchers.

FEDE R AL
DAI RY
I SSUE S
UP DATE
Charlie Garrison
DC Lobbyist

CONGRESS PASSES A NEW FARM BILL; DAIRY SAFETY NET GETS AN UPDATE

T

he big news out of Washington,

livestock disaster assistance as well as

D.C. this month is that Congress

animal health programs. As previously

has passed a new Farm Bill. Large

reported, the farm programs were not

bipartisan majorities in both the U.S.

particularly contentious this year. What

Senate and House of Representatives

took additional time for negotiations were

provided perhaps a 24-hour or so break

new work requirements for able-bodied

from the constant drumbeat from the

participants in the Supplemental Nutrition

talking heads and pundits about how

Assistance Program (SNAP), formerly

divided our national politics are. The U.S.

known as Food Stamps, that were insisted

Senate approved the new Farm Bill 87-

upon by some House Republicans. The

13 while the vote in the U.S. House was

outcome of the midterm elections, with

369-47.

Democrats in charge of writing a new
Farm Bill if the debate continued into

Farm Bills always include both nutrition

2019, meant the handwriting was on the

assistance programs and the farm safety

wall on new SNAP work provisions that

net, environmental incentives, foreign

wouldn’t even be considered next year.

market development funds, crop and

[Continued on next page]

The new WOTUS
Rule offers much
more clarity on the
federal government’s
role in regulating
and promoting water
quality especially in
those larger bodies of
water often referred
to as “navigable”
waterways.
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DAIRY MARGIN COVERAGE

want on more than five million pounds

The Farm Bill Dairy Subtitle also

bodies of water often referred to as

Margin Protection Program for Dairy

at that same level. Producers buying

extends some promotion and

“navigable” waterways. An official

(MPP-Dairy) will now be called Dairy

coverage at $8.50, $9.00 or $9.50 on the

research checkoff activities and

public notice and comment period

Margin Coverage (DMC). The USDA

first five million pounds may choose

creates a Fluid Milk Donation

begins when the agency publishes

Farm Service Agency will run DMC.

any coverage level on additional milk.

Program. The bill also provides

the new rule in the Federal Register.

incentives to SNAP participants for

That is expected next month. There

purchasing dairy products.

is much more to come on this, one of

Producers will have much more
flexibility to take advantage of the

The new DMC will offer participants in

government-subsidized economic

MPP-Dairy a refund on premiums paid

safety net programs going forward. For

in the old program less any payouts

The new Farm Bill also extended

starters, producers can insure margins

received. If the producer will apply the

programs aimed at boosting industry

on as little as 5% and up to as much as

repayment to future coverage in DMC,

efforts to develop foreign markets

IMMIGRATION REFORM

95% of their production

the refund is 75%. A producer who

for U.S. agricultural products. Those

Immigration reform legislation is

history. That production

prefers to receive a check will qualify

programs help fund groups like the

at a bit of a standstill right now as

history will now be frozen

for a 50% refund of premiums paid less

U.S. Dairy Export Council (USDEC).

the President and congressional

at the calendar year 2018

any program payouts. Producers willing

The Environmental Quality Incentives

Democrats argue about funding for

level for the five-year life

to make coverage elections one time

Program (EQIP), The Conservation

a wall along parts of the southern

of the new bill.

for the five-year life of the farm bill

Security Program (CSP), and the

border. The dispute is part of the

qualify for a 25% reduction in annual

Conservation Reserve Program

debate over the annual appropriation

DMC will offer margin coverage on up

premiums. Producers who were locked

(CRP) were also extended as well as

for the Department of Homeland

to five million pounds of milk free at

out of retroactive MPP-Dairy coverage

important disaster assistance and

Security (DHS). Funding for the

$4.00 and buy-up coverage in 50-cent

in 2018 due to existing LGM-Dairy

animal health programs.

DHS was first extended through

increments up to $9.50 for 15-cents at

contracts will now be able to apply

that top level. For volumes in excess

for that coverage for the months they

WOTUS RULE

debate past the midterm elections.

of five million pounds of production

were excluded.

The U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency funding was extended again

Agency (EPA) made news of their own

to midnight Friday, December 21st.

The new DMC will offer
participants in MPP-Dairy
a refund on premiums paid
in the old program less any
payouts received.

history $4.00 coverage is again available

the more significant issues for farmers
in 2019.

December 7th to push the border wall

at no cost. Additional coverage can be

Producers will be able to participate

this week with the release of their

Congress often works better with

purchased in 50-cent increments up to

in both LGM-Dairy and DMC even on

new “Waters of the U.S.” (WOTUS)

a deadline and the members will

$8.00 at a cost of $1.813/cwt. Producers

the same volume of milk. DMC and

Rule. The new Rule offers much more

presumably be more ready to make

who purchase coverage at $8.00 or

Revenue Protection for Dairy (Dairy-

clarity on the federal government’s

a deal and head home on a Friday

less on their first five million pounds

RP) can also be used at the same time

role in regulating and promoting

that happens to be just four days

must purchase any coverage they might

without restrictions.

water quality especially in those larger

before Christmas.

Knowing the nutrient
content of the manure
sources allows producers
to more accurately
calculate application
rates to meet crop needs.
MANURE
AN ALYSIS
101
Megan Satterwhite
Environmental Programs Director,
IDA Consulting Services

A

manure analysis is an excellent planning and nutrient management

A manure analysis will report nutrients on either a

Total N, reported as TN or TKN, represents both organic

tool that allows producers to make informed decisions about their

dry weight basis or an “as received” basis. Because

and inorganic forms of nitrogen. Organic N is not

operation. Knowing the nutrient content of the manure sources

producers need to account for moisture content when

immediately plant available, therefore the total N value

allows producers to more accurately calculate application rates to meet

calculating manure application rates, consider asking

does not accurately reflect what is available for plant

crop needs and can help explain soil test trends.

the lab to report on an “as received” basis. If the lab

uptake. Ammonium-N (NH4) represents the inorganic

reports results on a dry weight basis, multiply the

portion of N that is available to crops. Nitrate-N (NO3)

A manure sample collected and analyzed just prior to application will

percent nutrient by the percent dry matter and multiply

is another form of plant available N. Typically, most

provide the best results. In general, plants need large quantities of N, P,

by 0.2 to obtain nutrient pounds per ton on an “as

manure sources have a very small amount of nitrate-N.

and K for growth and production, therefore it is recommended to sample

received” basis.

these three nutrients at a minimum. Also, nutrient management plans require

Total phosphorus may be reported as P or P2O5.

an annual nutrient budget for N, P, and K to meet crop rotation needs and

A lab analysis will report total carbon (C) with total

To be consistent with commercial fertilizer analyses,

avoid excess application. Depending on the dairy facility management

nitrogen (N); this is commonly expressed as the C:N ratio.

nutrient management planning, and application

practices and the nutrient management objectives, producers may want to

The C:N ratio is important to consider when working with

recommendations, it may be necessary to convert P to

consider analyzing for micronutrients and total salts.

compost or manure sources with large amounts of bedding.

P2O5. To convert total P to P2O5, multiply P x 2.29

The C:N ratio is an indication of the quality of the manure

= P2O5.

Manure test results commonly report total N, ammonium-N (NH4), Nitrate-N

source, if the manure will provide an immediate source of

(NO3), total Phosphorus (P), total Potassium (K), moisture content (dry matter).

plant available N, or if N immobilization (N unavailable)

A lab analysis will report total potassium as K or K2O.

Some test results may include micronutrients and total salts (EC).

will occur in the microbial process.

[Continued on next page]
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To be consistent with commercial

It is recommended to keep a record of

TABLE

fertilizer analyses, nutrient

annual test results for each manure

FAC TO R S

management planning, and application

source for several years. This will help

M A N U R E A N A LYS E S

recommendations it may be necessary

producers increase their understanding

to convert K to K2O.

of the manure nutrient content and

F R O M M U L T I P LY BY

how analyses may vary from year to

P
K
ppm
percent
ppm
percent
ppm

To convert total K to K2O multiply K x

year depending on the operation and

1.2 =K2O.

manure management practices.

The most important concept to consider

The following publications are great

when using manure as a nutrient source

sources of information on how to

Manure test results commonly
report total N, ammonium-N
(NH4), Nitrate-N (NO3), total
Phosphorus (P), total Potassium
(K), moisture content (dry
matter). Some test results may
include micronutrients and
total salts (EC).

is that the nutrients

interpret your manure analyses:

are not 100%

2.

USEFUL

CONVERSION

FOR

INTERPRETING

TO GET

2.29
P2O5
1.2
K2O
0.00834 LBS/1000 GAL
83.4
LBS/1000 GAL
0.002
LBS/TON
20
LBS/TON
0.0001
PERCENT

immediately plant

Sampling Dair y Manure and

available in the first

Compost for Nutrient Analysis

If you have any questions or need

growing season. For

Moore et al. (2015)

assistance interpreting your manure

example, it can take

http://www.extension.uidaho.edu/

test results, feel free to contact me

at least three to four

publishing/pdf/PNW/PNW673.pdf

at megan@idahodair ymens.org or
208.420.6795.

years for microbes
to convert organic N

Estimating Plant-available

to plant available N

Nitrogen from Manure

Wishing you a very Merry Christmas

from a one-time application of dairy

Dan Sullivan (2008)

and all the best in the New Year!

manure. Nutrient availability depends

https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.

on the manure type and age, cattle

edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/

type, bedding, and manure handling

em8954.pdf

practices. Estimates of nutrient
availability following a single application

Interpreting Compost Analyses

of dairy manure or compost are listed

Sullivan et al. (2018)

below in table 1. Some labs will provide

https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.

an estimate of nutrient availability in

edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/

the report.

em9217.pdf

TABLE 1. NU T R I E N T AVA I L A B I L I T Y I N T H E F I R ST G R O W I N G S E AS O N
F R O M A O N E - T I M E A P P L I C AT I O N

NUTRIENT

Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium

S TO C K P I L E D
D A I RY M A N U R E

D A I RY C O M P O S T

0-20%
70-90%
80-100%

"Sampling Dairy Manure and Compost for Nutrient Analysis" by Moore et al. (2015)

-5-10%
70-90%
80-100%

Megan Satterwhite
208.420.6795

2018 has been a
razor-thin year at
best for most of
the industry.
BRING
ON
2 019
Nick Buyse
Risk Management
Consultant,
INTL FCStone
Financial, Inc.
- FCM Division

I

t’s been a tough one. 2018 was fraught

for the markets? Maybe. It’s certainly

been done with no exports to China in

with less labor, increased fixed-costs,

difficult to see the light when things are

the past 6 months. US soybean stocks

false market rallies, and trade battles.

tough on the farm. And there are countless

are flirting with a billion bushels which is

2018 is jarring the very core of the dairy

moving pieces in the global markets to

almost 3x the stocks 2 years ago. The only

industry. After several years of ho-hum

consider. But I’ll take a quick look at

way we see this market balancing is by

returns, many did not see such weakness

some serious progress made with China

planting 10 million fewer acres of beans

– such depleted margins and exhausted

on trade, which may have overriding

this spring. Brazil new crop beans will be

spirits – as we’ve seen here in the past

implications for all of US agriculture.

available shortly which Chinese crushers
will prefer.

half-year.
In the 2nd week of December, China
Make no mistake, it wasn’t just producers

finally made monumental steps to buy

The volumes purchased so far have been

who were hurt. Processors got squeezed.

soybeans again. For right now it’s only

small, but you need to read in between the

Physical traders of product got their heads

state-owned companies like COFCO and

lines. They are at least willing to play ball.

slammed against a wall. Food companies

Sinograin buying beans that can bypass

China’s export-based economy has been

are trying to adapt to a rapidly changing

the tariffs. The Chinese government will

hurting with their stock market down about

consumer. 2018 has been a razor-thin

not self impose tariffs upon themselves.

25% from its highs this year. Ultimately

year at best for most of the industry.

Right now the soybean market still looks

China’s leadership knows they need to make

Is it all gloom and doom on the horizon

bleak as most of the damage has already

[Continued on next page]
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some changes as they are feeling the

market excluding the US and China

becomes more positive with the

pressure from the tariffs. In fact, our

is relatively snug at 39 days of supply.

absence of that shadow.

leadership knows the same.

While there is not any super bullish
talk lately for dairy, December has seen

Here in mid-December, another 60k

Following the G20 meeting between

a few new factors materialize as well

tonnes (132 mil pounds) of SMP was

Trump and Xi, China is rumored to

as some continuation of some 2H 2018

sold from the intervention programs to

buy about 3MMT of corn to mix with

developing stories.

private buyers. Respectable volume. So,

older government reserve corn. This

the powder is still out there, but you

purchase may have a bigger impact

First, we note a resurgence of buyer

can see that private commercial entities

on corn prices as China is not a big

interest in both spot blocks and barrels.

are willing to take on the risk to hold it

importer of corn.

And while the barrel market remains

now. This development is a bullish sign

rather well-supplied today, blocks are

for powder in our view.

The world’s corn supply is sitting

considerably tighter than they were

at 100 days according to the USDA.

earlier in Q4. There are several

Although it's hard to see a bull

Before November’s WASDE report,

reasons for this, but one takeaway

market develop without seeing supply

it was recorded at 53 days of supply.

is that the Midwest accounts for a

constrained, remember two things: (1)

The USDA completely underestimated

significant portion of 40 lbs. cheddar

The market forces are working towards

how much China’s corn stocks have

block production. And Midwest milk

that end already and perhaps, more

accumulated in the past decade. The

production is dwindling. Also, there

importantly (2) demand also plays

important takeaway here is that prices

is more 640 lb block capacity in the

a key role in moving prices higher.

have barely budged since the November

country which means that cheese

Historically the quicker we see better

report even considering we suddenly

cannot be sold on the CME.

dairy demand; the quicker prices will

China’s export-based economy
has been hurting with their
stock market down about 25%
from its highs this year.

have twice as much

move upward – regardless of milk

world corn stocks. On

The other story is really about the

supply. And given the dismal prices out

paper at least… it’s

rapidly dwindling EU intervention

there today, we predict better demand

been sitting in a bin

stocks of skim milk powder. Just look at

in 2019 won’t be hard to come by with

somewhere in China

the combined US and EU government

more certainty on trade. We’ll raise a

over the years.

and commercial SMP stocks.

glass of milk to that.

The market may not be concerned as

We expect that the EU’s intervention

The whole FCStone family wishes you

China’s corn market is relatively closed

stocks (highlighted in grey) will hit zero

and yours a very Merry Christmas and

off as they are neither a major importer

tonnes by mid-2019. In the past, once

happy New Year!

or exporter. To keep the corn market

government stocks have been cleared,

in perspective though, the world

the market’s sentiment generally

Comments in this article are market commentary
and are not to be construed as market advice.

IDAHO CAFE:
A DISTRIBUTED MODEL
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Michael P. Parrella, Dean – College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
The Idaho Center for Food, Agriculture and the

as a whole. The CAFE initiative builds on that

Environment or "CAFE" is rapidly taking shape

foundation to expand the capabilities of CSI’s

through partnerships between the University of

food processing facility. With stronger links to

Idaho, dairy producers, and a wide array of regional

the Bi-State School of Food Science operated by U

and national business and civic leaders. The Idaho

of I and Washington State University, CSI’s Twin

Dairymen’s Association, one of the university’s

Falls campus and its support for the region’s food

longest and most integral partners in CAFE, recently

processing industry will benefit. It is gratifying

took an important step to help the U of I College of

to see the long progression of efforts to achieve a

Agricultural and Life Sciences secure a site for the

world-class dairy research facility taking final form.

future research dairy near Rupert. CAFE will help

There is broad support. There is money on the table.

dairy operators produce milk more economically

And most importantly, there is a cohesive vision

and efficiently while ensuring the sustainability of

achieved through diligent work by many parties.

the environment. The research dairy is the heart
of that enterprise.

The Idaho Legislature showed its strong support
for Idaho CAFE two years ago by designating $10

As CAFE has evolved, supporters came to understand

million for the project. The plan then, and now, is

that we are not just facing environmental and

the project will need more financial support from

economic pressures. We face a broader issue of

the state, from industry partners, and many others.

public understanding of the dairy industry’s place in

This effort to move CAFE forward has critical mass.

agriculture and in living healthy, prosperous lives.

With the newly distributed model, CAFE will have
a physical presence in three counties: Jerome, Twin

With the help of Jerome 20/20 and a progressive

Falls, and Minidoka. However, CAFE’s impact will be

vision, CAFE expanded to include a public

felt across the Magic Valley and beyond.

outreach center at Crossroads Point near Jerome
where Interstate 84 meets U.S. Highway 93. The

Those who have championed CAFE the most

high-visibility center will tell the story of Idaho

forcefully have always maintained that it is Idaho

agriculture and the dairy industry through modern,

CAFE, not the College of Agricultural and Life

interactive displays and programs. The final piece

Sciences’ nor the University of Idaho’s. Their

of the new CAFE model builds on the relationship

intent was to cast the broadest net, to welcome

between one of the college’s long-standing partners

contributions, collaboration, and support from

in the Magic Valley, the College of Southern Idaho.

across the state. Idaho as a whole will benefit.
Beyond the regional and state opportunities,

The College of Agricultural and Life Sciences and

agriculture will benefit. We need a safe, efficient,

the College of Southern Idaho have decades-old

and environmentally sustainable way to produce

educational ties that benefit CSI students who

food. Idaho CAFE offers a new approach to solving

become CALS students and graduate, enhancing

issues we face in feeding the world’s population. Join

the Idaho agriculture workforce and the economy

us in making Idaho CAFE a reality.

DISCOUNTS AVAIL ABLE FOR
WORKER’S COMPENSATION
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Ryan DeWit, Dairy Worker Training & Safety Program Director

TANYA OLDHAM
IDA's Newest Team Member

Tanya Oldham is IDA Consulting Services Inc.’s new Nutrient
Management Technician. She grew up on a small family beef
operation in central Utah. Tanya attended Juab High School and

When IDA started offering training and safety

The preferred broker we are working with is Moreton

services on Idaho dairies, one of the first questions

& Company. They have an excellent relationship with

we explored was: can dairies receive worker’s

WCF already, as well as insuring some of our Idaho

compensation discounts for doing this? As

milk processors. Like WCF, they have loss control

announced at the Dairy West Annual Meeting in

agents on staff to work with dairies to make them

Boise, we are excited to say this is now a possibility.

as safe as possible. To begin quoting your worker’s

Dairies participating in IDA’s Worker Training and

comp. give Adam Doss a call at 208.921.4886.

Safety Program are eligible for discounted rates. This
is a new program with discounts in the 8-10% range

This is just one piece of the bigger picture: making

for dairies that have applied thus far.

our dairies safe workplaces. We are excited to
be working closely with these two companies to

Worker’s Comp Fund (WCF) is a leader in the

make worker’s compensation competitive in Idaho.

worker’s compensation market. WCF has long-

I believe our partnership with these companies

participated in the FFA’s Agronomy contest. Her involvement

standing relationships with the Ag Safety Centers

will translate to great customer service, claims

inspired her to attend Utah State University’s Plant, Soils, and

that Drs. Douphrate and Hagevoort work with and

management (i.e. getting employees back to

Climate program in Logan, Utah.

regularly team up with associations like IDA. The

work as soon as possible or expediting cases

proactive approach to dairy safety we are taking is

that seem to never close), and saving dairymen

what interested them in partnering with us. They

money in the process.

While attending school at Utah State, Tanya worked

Her goal is to help producers understand their

as a research assistant for the state agronomist.

nutrient management needs to improve their

There she conducted research studies on corn, alfalfa,

crops and soils, all while being environmentally

soybeans, and wheat. She was a teaching assistant

conscientious. Tanya was granted candidate status

for a class on plant propagation and was involved

on her Certified Crop Advisor application in early

in a number of research projects on campus. Tanya

October this year, and has made a plan to be fully

loved to volunteer with Utah’s 4-H programs, often

certified by spring of 2019.

organizing leadership trainings and teaching local
workshops. In December of 2017 she graduated

When Tanya is not working she is usually catching

from Utah State with a B.S. in Plant Science with an

up with old friends over the phone. She likes to

emphasis in Cropping Systems.

ski and snowboard, making winter enjoyable. Her
hobbies include going to concerts, watching movies,

Following graduation, Tanya moved to Moses Lake,

and spending time with her family. Tanya hopes

WA to work on a plant breeding program. She helped

to become a great resource for the dairymen of

develop new lines of barley, quinoa, and buckwheat.

Idaho. Tanya feels very fortunate to work with dairy

With a goal to move closer to home, Tanya accepted

producers across Idaho, as well as the team and staff

the position with IDA Consulting Services INC. in

at IDA. She looks forward to learning from all of

Twin Falls, ID where she has been warmly welcomed.

those she will have the pleasure to interact with.

manage all claims in-house, so customer service is
great. Dairies of a certain size will even be able

Please email me (r yan@idahodair ymens.org)

to have quarterly claim reviews, to ensure claims

or give me a call on my cell 80 6.265.539 0 to

are closed promptly and for the right reasons.

line up training or to discuss the worker’s comp.

This in return keeps your worker’s comp. costs

discounts further.

as low as possible.

195 River Vista Place
Suite #308
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301

UPCOMING EVENTS
Januar y 9 Twin Falls District Meeting
Januar y 10 Burley District Meeting
Januar y 17 Nampa District Meeting
Februar y 12 Preston District Meeting
Februar y 13 Idaho Falls District Meeting

IDA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

IDPC BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DAIRY WEST BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Pete Wiersma President (Buhl, ID)
Arie Roeloffs Vice President (Wendell, ID)
Don Heida Secretary/Treasurer (Kuna, ID)
Allan Swainston (Preston, ID)
Ted Vanderschaaf (Kuna, ID)
Tony DeWit (Wendell, ID)
Chris Stevenson (Jerome, ID)
Kim Wolfley (Blackfoot, ID)
Willie Bokma (Twin Falls, ID)
Rick Naerebout CEO

Mike Siegersma Chairman (Nampa, ID)
Brian Esplin Vice Chairman (Shelley, ID)
John Brubaker Secretary (Buhl, ID)
John W Wright (Wendell, ID)
Pete Doornenbal (Caldwell, ID)
Tom Kasper (Melba, ID)
Dan Gilbert (Blackfoot, ID)
Don Gaalswyk (Castleford, ID)
Kim Korn (Terreton, ID)

Steve Ballard Chairman (Gooding, ID)
John Brubaker Vice Chairman (Buhl, ID)
Josh Webb Treasurer (Declo, ID)
Chace Fullmer Secretary (Sigurd, UT)
Tom Kasper (Marsing, ID)
Dan Gilbert (Blackfoot, ID)
Jeff Hardy (Brigham City, UT)
Mike Siegersma (Nampa, ID)
Matt Leak (Cornish, UT)
Clint Jackson (Meridian, ID)
Winfield Anderson (Blackfoot, ID)
Pete Wiersma (Buhl, ID)
Karianne Fallow CEO - IDPC /Dairy West

